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1 Introduction

The violation of the combined charge conjugation (C) and parity transformation (P) of particles and antiparticles implies that the laws of physics are not the same for matter and antimatter. The study of CP violation, first observed in neutral kaon decays in 1964 by Christenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay [1], has a long and rich history within particle physics. Since the first observation, CP violation in mixing has also been observed in neutral $B_d$ and $B_s$ mesons [2–4], and direct CP violation has been observed in kaon decays [5–7] and $B$-meson decays [8–12]. However, these observations are not sufficient to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe [13]. In addition, a sizeable inclusive like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry (using a sample of primarily $b\bar{b}$ pairs) has been reported [14] by the D0 experiment in which an excess was observed over that predicted by the Standard Model (SM), when the measurement is interpreted in the form of CP asymmetries relevant
to this paper. This result is not confirmed by recent measurements of CP violation in $B^{0}_{d,s}$ mixing from LHCb [15, 16] and BaBar [17], which are consistent with the SM.

The abundance of top quarks produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [18] makes it possible to perform measurements of CP asymmetries in heavy-flavour mixing and decay from top-quark decay products, as outlined in ref. [19]. All existing analyses of CP violation in $B$-meson decays rely on a resonant production of $b\bar{b}$ pairs or hadroproduction. The unique aspect presented in this paper is the method by which the charge of the $b$-quark is determined, both at production and at decay. The top quark decays before hadronisation, predominantly via $t \rightarrow Wb$. In the case where the $W$-boson decays leptonically, the charge of the lepton determines the charge of the produced $b$-quark. The $b$-quark hadronises and in the case that the resulting $b$-hadron decays semileptonically, the charge of the soft lepton determines the $b$-quark charge at decay. This paper exploits a soft-muon heavy-flavour tagging (SMT) algorithm [20, 21] in order to measure muons that originate from such a process, hereafter referred to as SMT muons. In principle this process may also be observed via soft electrons or soft $\tau$ leptons; however, in practice the reconstruction efficiency and background rejection for these channels is unfavourable when compared to soft muons.

This measurement uses data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of $20.3 \text{fb}^{-1}$ [22] from proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 8 \text{TeV}$ collected with the ATLAS [23] detector at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. It selects events with exactly one lepton from a $W$-boson decay and at least four jets, one of which must be tagged with both a displaced-vertex $b$-tagging algorithm and the SMT algorithm. Experimental ambiguity in determining the charge of the produced $b$-quark arises in $t\bar{t}$ pair production events when establishing if an SMT muon originated from the same- or different-top quark as the leptonically decaying $W$-boson. This can be resolved experimentally and corrected for as part of the unfolding procedure. An illustration of same- and different-top SMT muons is shown in figure 1. In the case of a same-top SMT muon, a positively (negatively) charged $W$-boson lepton (the lepton from the decay of the $W$-boson) implies that the charge of the produced $b$-quark was negative (positive). In the case of a different-top SMT muon, a positively (negatively) charged $W$-boson lepton implies that the charge of the produced $b$-quark was also positive (negative).

There are, assuming charge conjugation, three classes of $t\bar{t}$ decay chains that produce two leptons of the same sign, given by equations (1.1)–(1.3), and three classes of decay chains which produce two leptons of opposite sign, given by equations (1.4)–(1.6) (where in each case $N^\pm_{ri}$ represents the number of SMT muons from the appropriate decay channel in a well-defined fiducial region):

$$N_{rh} = N \left[ t \rightarrow \ell^+ \nu (b \rightarrow \bar{b}) \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^+ X \right],$$

$$N_{re} = N \left[ t \rightarrow \ell^+ \nu (b \rightarrow c) \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^+ X \right],$$

$$N_{r\pi} = N \left[ t \rightarrow \ell^+ \nu (b \rightarrow \bar{b} \rightarrow \ell X) \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^+ X \right],$$

$$N_{\bar{r}h} = N \left[ \bar{t} \rightarrow \ell^- \bar{\nu} (b \rightarrow \bar{c}) \rightarrow \ell^- \ell^+ X \right],$$

$$N_{\bar{r}e} = N \left[ \bar{t} \rightarrow \ell^- \bar{\nu} (b \rightarrow \bar{c} \rightarrow \ell X) \rightarrow \ell^- \ell^+ X \right],$$

$$N_{\bar{r}\pi} = N \left[ \bar{t} \rightarrow \ell^- \bar{\nu} (b \rightarrow \bar{c} \rightarrow \ell X) \rightarrow \ell^- \ell^+ X \right].$$
Experimentally observable charge asymmetries are formed by considering the relative difference in the probability for an initial $b$- or $\bar{b}$-quark to decay via either a positively or negatively charged SMT muon. Let $N^\alpha\beta$ represent the number of SMT muons observed with a charge $\beta$ in conjunction with a $W$-boson lepton of charge $\alpha$, where $\alpha, \beta = \pm 1$. In the case that an SMT muon is estimated to have originated from the different top-quark to the $W$-boson lepton, the sign of the $W$-boson lepton, $\alpha$, is flipped in order to consistently represent the charge of the $b$-quark at production in both scenarios. In the case of events where both $b$-hadrons decay semileptonically and are both experimentally tagged, the event contributes twice to the asymmetries. A total of four different probabilities are considered:

\[
P(b \to \ell^+) = \frac{N(b \to \ell^+)}{N(b \to \ell^-) + N(b \to \ell^+)} = \frac{N^{++} + N^{+-}}{N^{-+} + N^{+-}}, \tag{1.7}
\]

\[
P(\bar{b} \to \ell^-) = \frac{N(\bar{b} \to \ell^-)}{N(\bar{b} \to \ell^-) + N(\bar{b} \to \ell^+)} = \frac{N^{-+} + N^{--}}{N^{+-} + N^{++}}, \tag{1.8}
\]

\[
P(b \to \ell^-) = \frac{N(b \to \ell^-)}{N(b \to \ell^-) + N(b \to \ell^+)} = \frac{N^{--} + N^{++}}{N^{+-} + N^{++}}, \tag{1.9}
\]

\[
P(\bar{b} \to \ell^+) = \frac{N(\bar{b} \to \ell^+)}{N(\bar{b} \to \ell^-) + N(\bar{b} \to \ell^+)} = \frac{N^{--} + N^{+-}}{N^{+-} + N^{++}}, \tag{1.10}
\]

where $N^+ \equiv N^{++} + N^{+-}$ and $N^- \equiv N^{--} + N^{+-}$ represent the total number of positively and negatively charged $W$-boson leptons respectively. Observable same- and opposite-sign charge asymmetries may be formed from the probabilities:

\[
A^{ss} = \frac{P(b \to \ell^+) - P(\bar{b} \to \ell^-)}{P(b \to \ell^+) + P(\bar{b} \to \ell^-)}, \quad A^{os} = \frac{P(b \to \ell^-) - P(\bar{b} \to \ell^+)}{P(b \to \ell^-) + P(\bar{b} \to \ell^+)}, \tag{1.11}
\]

\[
A^{ss} = \frac{(N^{++} - N^{--})}{(N^{++} + N^{--})}, \quad A^{os} = \frac{(N^{+-} - N^{+-})}{(N^{+-} + N^{+-})}. \tag{1.12}
\]
The charge asymmetries, $A^{ss}$ and $A^{os}$, are expressed as ratios of probabilities as this ensures that the measurements are independent of any asymmetry that could lead to a different rate of positively or negatively charged $W$-boson leptons being reconstructed. These effects can come about due to $t\bar{t}$ pair production asymmetries, reconstruction asymmetries or background asymmetries. Non-$t\bar{t}$ backgrounds, estimated from simulation and by data-driven techniques, are subtracted from the data. The data are then unfolded to a well-defined fiducial region from which the charge asymmetries are measured. The use of a fiducial region provides a prescription, described below, in which the CP asymmetries may be extracted from the charge asymmetries, as well as reducing the experimental uncertainties by minimising the extrapolation from the reconstruction-level selection to the particle level. A more traditional dilution approach would, in this case, be able to measure the charge asymmetries but would then be unable to extract the CP asymmetries.

The charge asymmetries are related to the CP asymmetries [eqs. (1.18)–(1.22)] via:

\begin{align}
A^{ss} &= r_b A^{bl}_{mix} + r_c \left( A^{bc}_{dir} - A^{cf}_{dir} \right) + r_e \left( A^{bc}_{mix} - A^{cf}_{dir} \right) \\
A^{os} &= \tilde{r}_b A^{bl}_{dir} + \tilde{r}_c \left( A^{bc}_{mix} + A^{cf}_{dir} \right) + \tilde{r}_e A^{cf}_{dir}
\end{align}

(1.13)

(1.14)

where the decay-chain fractions, $r_i$ and $\tilde{r}_i$, represent the relative rates of each channel. The decay-chain fractions are dependent on the fiducial region chosen and are calculated as:

\begin{align}
r_b &= \frac{N_{rb}}{N_{rb} + N_{rc} + N_{re}}, & \tilde{r}_b &= \frac{N_{\tilde{r}b}}{N_{rb} + N_{\tilde{r}c} + N_{re}}, \\
r_c &= \frac{N_{rc}}{N_{rb} + N_{rc} + N_{re}}, & \tilde{r}_c &= \frac{N_{\tilde{r}c}}{N_{rb} + N_{\tilde{r}c} + N_{re}}, \\
r_{re} &= \frac{N_{re}}{N_{rb} + N_{rc} + N_{re}}, & \tilde{r}_{re} &= \frac{N_{\tilde{r}e}}{N_{rb} + N_{\tilde{r}c} + N_{re}}.
\end{align}

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

The CP asymmetries related to $B_q - B\overline{q}$ mixing and direct CP-violating $b$- and $c$-decays are defined as:

\begin{align}
A^{bf}_{mix} &= \frac{\Gamma (b \to \bar{b} \to \ell^+ X) - \Gamma (\bar{b} \to b \to \ell^- X)}{\Gamma (b \to \bar{b} \to \ell^+ X) + \Gamma (\bar{b} \to b \to \ell^- X)}, \\
A^{bc}_{mix} &= \frac{\Gamma (b \to \bar{b} \to \tau X) - \Gamma (\bar{b} \to b \to cX)}{\Gamma (b \to \bar{b} \to \tau X) + \Gamma (\bar{b} \to b \to cX)}, \\
A^{bf}_{dir} &= \frac{\Gamma (b \to \ell^- X) - \Gamma (\bar{b} \to \ell^+ X)}{\Gamma (b \to \ell^- X) + \Gamma (\bar{b} \to \ell^+ X)}, \\
A^{cf}_{dir} &= \frac{\Gamma (\tau \to \ell^- X_L) - \Gamma (c \to \ell^+ X_L)}{\Gamma (\tau \to \ell^- X_L) + \Gamma (c \to \ell^+ X_L)}, \\
A^{bc}_{dir} &= \frac{\Gamma (b \to cX_L) - \Gamma (\bar{b} \to \tau X_L)}{\Gamma (b \to cX_L) + \Gamma (\bar{b} \to \tau X_L)},
\end{align}

(1.18)

(1.19)

(1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

where $X (X_L)$ denotes an inclusive hadronic final state with no leptons, and with both light and charm quarks (with light quarks only).
2 The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS [23] detector at the LHC [18] covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 4.9$ and the full azimuthal angle $\phi$. It consists of the following main subsystems: an inner tracking system immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer incorporating three large superconducting toroid magnets composed of eight coils each. The inner detector (ID) is composed of three subsystems: the pixel detector, the semiconductor tracker and the transition radiation tracker. The ID provides tracking information in the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$, calorimeters measure energy deposits (clusters) for $|\eta| < 4.9$, and the muon spectrometer records tracks within $|\eta| < 2.7$. A three-level trigger system [24] is used to select interesting events. It consists of a level-1 hardware trigger, reducing the event rate to at most 75 kHz, followed by two software-based trigger levels, collectively referred to as the high-level trigger, yielding a recorded event rate of approximately 400 Hz on average, depending on the data-taking conditions.

3 Object and event selection

The results are based on proton-proton collisions collected with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV in 2012. The total integrated luminosity available for the analysis is 20.3 fb$^{-1}$. Only events collected under stable beam conditions with all relevant detector subsystems operational are used. Events are selected using single-lepton triggers with transverse momentum ($p_T$) thresholds of 24 or 60 GeV for electrons and 24 or 36 GeV for muons. The triggers with the lower $p_T$ threshold include isolation requirements on the candidate lepton in order to reduce the trigger rate to an acceptable level. To ensure that events originate from proton-proton collisions, events are required to have at least one reconstructed vertex with at least five associated tracks of $p_T > 400$ MeV. If more than one vertex is found, the hard-scatter primary vertex is identified as the one which has the largest sum of the squared transverse momenta of its associated tracks.

A brief summary of the main reconstruction and identification criteria applied for each physics object is given below.

3.1 Reconstruction-level objects and event selection

Electron candidates [25] from $W$-boson decay are reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are matched to reconstructed tracks in the inner detector. The electrons are required to have a transverse energy, $E_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta_{cluster}| < 2.47$, where $\eta_{cluster}$ is the pseudorapidity of the electromagnetic energy cluster in the calorimeter with respect to the geometric centre of the detector. Candidates in the barrel/endcap transition region ($1.37 < |\eta_{cluster}| < 1.52$) are excluded. The longitudinal impact parameter

---

1. ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the $z$-axis along the beam pipe. The $x$-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the $y$-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates ($r, \phi$) are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the $z$-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. Angular distance is measured in units of $\Delta R \equiv \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$.
of the track with respect to the primary vertex, $|z_0|$, is required to be less than 2 mm. Electrons must satisfy “tight” [26] quality requirements based on the shape of the energy deposit and on the match to the track, in order to distinguish them from hadrons. Additionally, isolation requirements are imposed based on nearby tracks or calorimeter energy deposits. These requirements depend on the electron kinematics and are derived to give an efficiency that is constant with respect to the electron $E_T$ and $\eta$. The cell-based isolation uses the sum of all calorimeter cell energies within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the electron direction while the track-based isolation sums all track momenta within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.3$; in both cases the contribution from the electron itself is excluded and the isolation criteria are optimised to individually result in a 90% efficiency for electrons from $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ decays. To prevent double-counting of electron energy deposits as jets, jets within $\Delta R = 0.2$ of a reconstructed electron are removed. Finally, if the nearest jet surviving the above cut is within $\Delta R = 0.4$ of the electron, the electron is discarded to ensure it is cleanly separated from nearby jet activity.

Muon candidates [27, 28] from $W$-boson decay are reconstructed by matching tracks formed in the muon spectrometer and the inner detector. The final candidates are reﬁtted using the complete track information from both detector systems, and are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV, $|\eta| < 2.5$, and $|z_0| < 2$ mm. Muons are required to satisfy a $p_T$-dependent track-based isolation: the scalar sum of the track $p_T$ within a cone of variable size around the muon, $\Delta R = 10$ GeV/p_{ME} (excluding the muon track itself) must be less than 5% of the muon $p_T$, corresponding to a 97% selection efficiency for muons from $Z \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ decays. To reduce background from heavy-flavour decays inside jets, muons are required to be separated by $\Delta R > 0.4$ from the nearest jet.

Jets are reconstructed with the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [29] with a radius parameter $R = 0.4$. Locally calibrated topological clusters of calorimeter cells [30, 31] are calibrated to the energy scale of particle-level hadrons and are used as input to the jet clustering algorithm. Jets are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. In order to suppress jets originating from pile-up, a requirement on the jet vertex fraction (JVF) [32] is applied. The JVF is defined as the summed scalar $p_T$ of tracks associated with both the reconstructed primary vertex and the jet, divided by the summed scalar $p_T$ of all tracks associated with the jet. For jets with $p_T < 50$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$, a JVF > 0.5 is required.

Jets containing $b$-hadrons are identiﬁed ($b$-tagged) using two methods. Firstly, jets are required to be tagged using a displaced-vertex algorithm that uses multivariate techniques to combine information from the impact parameters of associated tracks and topological properties of secondary and tertiary decay vertices reconstructed within the jet [20, 33, 34]. The algorithm’s operating point used for this measurement corresponds to a 85% efficiency to tag $b$-quark jets and a rejection factor of 10 for light-quark- or gluon-initiated jets, as determined for jets with $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$ in simulated $t\bar{t}$ events. Secondly, jets are required to be tagged by the SMT algorithm [20, 21]. The SMT algorithm identiﬁes jets containing $b$- and $c$-quarks via the presence of one or more muons in close proximity to the jet. The momentum imbalance (MI) is deﬁned as $\text{MI} = (p_{\text{ID}} - p_{\text{ME}})/p_{\text{ID}}$, where $p_{\text{ID}}$ is the momentum of the muon as measured by
the inner detector, while $p_{ME}$ is the momentum of the muon as measured by the muon spectrometer with the track extrapolated back to the primary vertex. Muons originating from heavy-flavour decays close to the primary vertex have a very small MI whilst muons from light-flavour decays of particles with long lifetimes, and therefore originating far from the primary vertex, have larger values of MI. SMT muons are selected with $p_T > 4$ GeV, $|\eta| < 2.5$ and an MI less than 0.1 within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.5$ around a selected jet.

Events are required to have exactly one candidate electron or muon from a $W$-boson decay and at least four jets. The selected $W$-boson lepton is required to match the lepton reconstructed by the high-level trigger within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.15$. Events are required to have at least one $b$-tagged jet that was tagged by both $b$-tagging algorithms. After selecting $b$-tagged jets, the remaining jets are added in order of highest to lowest $p_T$; in the rare case of three $b$-tagged jets, the lowest-$p_T$ of the three is treated as a light jet. Additionally, for the $\mu+$jets channel only, the invariant mass of the $W$-boson muon and the SMT muon is calculated and events with $8$ GeV < $m_{\mu\mu}$ < $11$ GeV or $80$ GeV < $m_{\mu\mu}$ < $100$ GeV are vetoed from the analysis in order to exclude events containing $\Upsilon \rightarrow \mu\mu$ and $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ decays, respectively.

### 3.2 Particle-level objects and simulated event selection

The particle-level definition of simulated objects is based on particles with a proper lifetime $\tau_{\text{particle}} > 3 \times 10^{-11}$ s. The definitions used here follow very closely previous ATLAS $t\bar{t}$ fiducial definitions [35]. Fiducial requirements are placed only on jets and charged leptons.

Prompt electrons and muons, i.e. those that are not hadron decay products, are considered for the fiducial lepton definition. The four-momenta of any photon within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.1$ around a prompt lepton is added to the four-momenta of the prompt lepton, which are hereafter referred to as dressed leptons. Dressed leptons are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$.

Jets are obtained by clustering all stable particles, except the leptons, dressed with their associated photons, and neutrinos that are not hadron decay products, using the anti-$k_t$ algorithm with a radius parameter $R = 0.4$. Particles from the underlying event are included in this definition, whereas particles from additional inelastic proton-proton collisions (pile-up) are not included. Jets are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$.

A jet is defined as a $b$-jet by its association with one or more $b$-hadrons with $p_T > 5$ GeV within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.5$ around the direction of the jet. The jet is further required to be within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.5$ around a muon with a $p_T > 4$ GeV where that muon has an ancestral link to the associated $b$-hadron. The muon is further required to have an ancestral link to a top quark.

Selected events must contain a single prompt lepton and at least four jets, of which at least one jet must be identified as a $b$-jet as defined above. In order to ensure all particle-level objects are well separated, events are rejected if any of the jets satisfying the fiducial requirements lie within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.4$ around a prompt dressed lepton.
4 Simulation samples and background estimates

4.1 Signal and background modelling

The sample composition is dominated by $t\bar{t}$ events. Contributions from other processes arise from $W+$jets, $Z+$jets, single top (t-channel, $Wt$ and s-channel) and diboson ($WW$, $WZ$, $ZZ$) production as well as events with one or more non-prompt or misidentified leptons from decays of hadrons. All background processes are modelled using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations except for the background from non-prompt or fake leptons, and the $W+$jets normalisation and flavour composition, which use data-driven techniques.

The nominal sample used to model $t\bar{t}$ events is generated using the *PowhegBox* (version 1, r2330) NLO generator [36–39], with the NLO CT10 parton distribution function (PDF) [40, 41] assuming a top-quark mass of 172.5 GeV. It is interfaced to *Pythia* 6.427 [42] with the CTEQ6L1 [43, 44] PDF and the Perugia2011C [45] settings for the tunable parameters (hereafter referred to as tune). The $h_{\text{damp}}$ parameter of *PowhegBox*, which controls the $p_T$ of the first additional emission beyond the Born configuration, is set to $m_{\text{top}} = 172.5$ GeV. The main effect of this is to regulate the high-$p_T$ emission against which the $t\bar{t}$ system recoils. The $t\bar{t}$ sample is normalised to the theoretical prediction of $253^{+13}_{-15}$ pb calculated at next-to-next-leading order (NNLO) in QCD that includes resummation of next-to-next-leading logarithmic (NNLL) soft gluon terms with Top++2.0 [46–52]. The quoted uncertainty includes the scale uncertainty and the uncertainties from PDF and $\alpha_S$ choices.

Background samples of single top quark events corresponding to the t-channel, s-channel and $Wt$ production mechanisms are generated with *PowhegBox* (version 1, r2330) [53, 54] using the CT10 PDF set. All samples are interfaced to *Pythia* 6.427 with the CTEQ6L1 set of parton distribution functions and the Perugia2011C tune. Overlaps between the $t\bar{t}$ and $Wt$ final states are removed according to the inclusive Diagram Removal scheme [55]. The single-top quark samples are normalised to the approximate NNLO theoretical cross-sections [56–58] using the MSTW2008 NNLO PDF set [59].

Samples of $WW$/WZ/ZZ+jets are generated using the *Alpgen* v2.14 [60] leading-order (LO) generator and the MSTW2008 NLO PDF set for all decay channels. Parton shower and fragmentation are modelled with *Herwig* 6.520 [61]. All diboson samples are normalised to their NLO theoretical cross-sections [62, 63], as calculated with MCFM [64].

Samples of $W+$jets and $Z/\gamma^*$+jets are generated using *Alpgen* v2.14 and the CTEQ6L1 PDF set. Parton shower and fragmentation are modelled with *Pythia* 6.426. To avoid double-counting of partonic configurations generated by both the matrix-element calculation and the parton-shower evolution, a parton-jet matching scheme (“MLM matching”) [65] is employed. The $W/Z+$jets samples are generated with up to five additional partons, separately for production in association with $b$-quarks, $c$-quarks and light quarks. The overlap between events with heavy-flavour quarks obtained from the matrix element and the parton shower is removed. The $W/Z+$jets backgrounds are normalised to the inclusive NNLO theoretical cross-sections [66].

The samples that use *Pythia* or *Herwig* [67, 68] for showering and hadronisation are interfaced to *Photos* [69] for modelling of the QED final-state radiation and *Tauola* [70]
for modelling of the decays of $\tau$ leptons. All samples are simulated taking into account the effects of multiple proton-proton interactions based on the pile-up conditions in the 2012 data. The pile-up interactions are modelled by overlaying simulated hits from events with exactly one inelastic collision per bunch crossing with hits from minimum-bias events that are produced with PYTHIA 8.160 [71] using the A2M tune [72] and the MSTW2008 LO PDF set. All event generators using HERWIG are also interfaced to Jimmy v4.31 [73] to simulate the underlying event.

All simulated samples used for the measurement are processed through a simulation [74] of the detector geometry and response using GEANT4 [75]. All simulated samples are processed through the same reconstruction software as the data. Simulated events are corrected so that the object identification efficiencies, energy scales and energy resolutions match those determined in data control samples. The alternative $t\bar{t}$ samples used for modelling uncertainties, described in section 5.2, are instead processed with the ATLFAST-II [74] simulation. This employs a parameterisation of the response of the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and GEANT4 for the other detector components. The $b$-hadrons are decayed in either PYTHIA or HERWIG, and all samples are reweighted, as detailed in section 5.2, such that the $b$-hadron production and the hadron-to-muon branching ratios match the values found in the Particle Data Group’s review of particle physics (RPP) [76].

4.2 $W$+jets normalisation
The $W$+jets process at the LHC is charge asymmetric, with the ratio of cross-sections much better predicted theoretically than either of the individual cross-sections [59]. The overall normalisation and the additional jets’ flavour composition, ($b\bar{b}$, $c\bar{c}$, $c$, light flavours), of the $W$+jets background are determined via a data-driven method [77] using an orthogonal 1-lepton + 2-jets exclusive region, which is dominated by the $W$+jets process. The charge asymmetry normalisation and flavour composition are then extrapolated into the 1-lepton + $\geq$ 4-jets inclusive region used in this measurement. This estimation is performed in such a way that each variation reflecting a considered systematic uncertainty uses its own associated $W$+jets estimate, with only the statistical component of the estimate considered separately.

4.3 Backgrounds with fake or non-prompt leptons
Events with no prompt leptons may satisfy the selection criteria if one or more jets are misidentified as isolated leptons, or if the jets include hadrons decaying to leptons which then satisfy lepton identification and isolation requirements. Such cases are hereafter referred to as fake leptons.

This background is estimated from data using a matrix method [78]. A sample enhanced in fake leptons is selected by removing the lepton isolation requirements and, for electrons, loosening the identification criteria (these requirements are detailed in section 3). Next, the efficiency for these “loose” leptons to satisfy the tight criteria is measured in data, separately for prompt and fake leptons. For prompt leptons it is taken from a sample of $Z$-boson decays, while for fake leptons it is estimated from events with low missing transverse momentum or high lepton impact parameter. This information, taken together, allows the number of fake leptons satisfying the tight criteria to be calculated.
5 Systematic uncertainties

Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered that can affect the normalisation of signal and background and/or the shape of the relevant distributions. Individual sources of systematic uncertainty are considered to be uncorrelated. Correlations of a given systematic uncertainty are maintained across signal and background processes and channels. Sources of systematic uncertainty are separated into experimental terms, which do not affect the decay-chain fractions, and into modelling terms which have a direct impact on the decay-chain fractions.

5.1 Experimental uncertainties

The experimental uncertainties considered are those that affect the reconstruction and selection of leptons and jets. For the measurements of the charge and CP asymmetries, some additional effects are also taken into account. Those pertain to the SMT muon identification and associated mistag, as described below. Due to the charge asymmetries being defined as a ratio of probabilities, as described in section 1, the analysis is not sensitive to experimental effects which could differently affect the positively and negatively charged W-boson leptons.

**Lepton reconstruction, identification and trigger.** The charge-dependent reconstruction and identification efficiency of electrons and muons, their isolation, as well as the efficiency of the triggers used to record the event, differ slightly between data and simulation. Tag-and-probe techniques, using $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$, $Z \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ and $J/\psi \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ data and simulation [25, 26, 28], are used to correct the simulation efficiencies, and the uncertainties associated with the tag-and-probe techniques are propagated through to the results.

**Lepton momentum scale and resolution.** The lepton momentum scale and resolution differ slightly between data and simulation and are corrected for, according to the charge of the lepton, by using reconstructed distributions of the $Z \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$ and $J/\psi \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$ masses [28, 79]. In the case of electrons, $E/p$ studies using $W \rightarrow e\nu$ events are also used. In the case of muons, momentum scale and resolution corrections are only applied to the simulation, while for electrons these corrections are applied to both data and simulation. Uncertainties in both the momentum scale and resolution in the muon spectrometer and the tracking systems are considered, and varied separately.

**Lepton charge misidentification.** Charge misidentification of an electron occurs if an isolated prompt electron is reconstructed with a wrong charge assignment. The misidentification is mostly caused by the emission of bremsstrahlung under a small angle with a subsequent conversion of the emitted photon and the misassociation of one of the conversion tracks with the cluster of the original electron. In addition, for high $E_T$ and therefore increasingly straight tracks, charge misidentification can be caused by a failure to correctly determine the curvature of the track associated to the electron. The charge misidentification is estimated in data and simulation using $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ tag-and-probe methods [26]. The charge misidentification probability is correlated with the amount of bremsstrahlung and
thus with the amount of traversed material; the probabilities are quite low in the central region of the detector but can reach almost 3% for very high values of $|\eta|$. However, the fraction of selected electrons that are potentially affected by this higher charge misidentification is very small. The possibility of muon charge misidentification is extremely small and is considered negligible. The uncertainties associated with the tag-and-probe techniques are propagated through to the results.

**Jet energy scale.** The jet energy scale (JES) and its uncertainty have been derived by combining information from test-beam data, LHC collision data and simulation [31, 80]. The jet energy scale uncertainty is split into 22 uncorrelated sources, each of which can have different $p_T$ and $\eta$ dependencies.

**Jet energy resolution.** The jet energy resolution (JER) has been determined separately for data and simulation using two in situ techniques [81]. The fractional $p_T$ resolution for a given jet is measured as a function of its $p_T$ and $\eta$. A systematic uncertainty is defined as the difference in quadrature between the JER for data and simulation and is applied as an additional smearing to the simulation.

**Jet reconstruction efficiency.** The jet reconstruction efficiency is found to be about 0.2% lower in the simulation than in the data for jets with $p_T$ below 30 GeV, and consistent with data for higher jet $p_T$. To evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to this small difference, 0.2% of the jets with $p_T$ below 30 GeV are removed randomly and all jet-related kinematic variables are recomputed.

**Jet vertex fraction.** The efficiency for each jet to satisfy the jet vertex fraction requirement is measured in $Z (\rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-) + 1$-jet events in data and simulation [32], selecting separately events enriched in hard-scatter jets and events enriched in jets from other proton interactions in the same bunch crossing (pile-up). The corresponding uncertainty is evaluated in the analysis by changing the nominal JVF requirement value.

**Flavour tagging uncertainty.** The efficiencies for $b$-jets, $c$-jets and light-flavor jets to satisfy the displaced-vertex $b$-tagging criteria have been evaluated in data, and corresponding correction factors have been derived for jets in simulation [33, 34]. These scale factors and their uncertainties are applied to each jet depending on its flavour and $p_T$. In the case of light-flavour jets, the corrections also depend on the jet $\eta$. Moreover, the scale factors for $\tau$-jets are set to those for $c$-jets and an additional extrapolation uncertainty is considered.

**SMT uncertainty.** The reconstruction and identification efficiencies and uncertainties that are used for prompt muons are also used for SMT muons. In addition, tag-and-probe techniques using $Z \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ and $J/\psi \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ data and simulation are used to calibrate the charge-dependent efficiency of the SMT momentum imbalance selection criteria. The probability of the SMT algorithm mistagging a light-flavour jet is evaluated in data and simulation using a $W +$jets sample to obtain a sample of low-$p_T$ jets which are predominantly light flavour, and correcting for the contamination from $W +$ heavy-flavour jets. An additional dijet method for high-$p_T$ jets is also used, with all associated uncertainties from
both methods propagated to the results. The mistag rate for positively and negatively charged muon is found to be compatible within uncertainties.

**Background uncertainties.** The data-driven fake-lepton estimate is evaluated using alternative parameterisations of the matrix method, and the uncertainties detailed in ref. [78] are propagated to the results. The fake lepton uncertainty on the $e$+jets channel is larger than that of the $\mu$+jets channel. Each individual systematic uncertainty uses its own $W$+jets data-driven estimate, and a residual uncertainty based on the statistical uncertainty of the method is propagated to the results. The cross-sections of the background processes are varied within uncertainty and propagated through to the results.

### 5.2 Modelling uncertainties

**b-hadron production.** The production fractions for weakly decaying $b$-hadrons are documented in the RPP. All simulation samples used in this measurement are reweighted to account for differences between the RPP values and those implemented in the MC simulation. The RPP additionally provides uncertainties in the $b$-hadron production fractions as well as the correlations between the different $b$-hadrons, leading to a set of variations for these systematic uncertainties, that are propagated throughout the measurement.

**Hadron-to-muon branching ratios.** The $b$- and $c$-hadron to muon branching ratios in the simulation samples are reweighted to match those found in the RPP for the $B^0, B^+, B_s^0$, and $b$-baryon admixture. The uncertainties in the RPP branching ratios are propagated throughout the measurement.

**Single-top production asymmetry.** At the LHC, $t$-channel and $s$-channel single-top events are produced asymmetrically, with more top-quark events produced than antitop-quark events, whilst the $Wt$ channel single-top events are produced symmetrically. Each process, $t$-channel and $s$-channel, has a total cross-section with an uncertainty. A conservative systematic uncertainty assumes that the uncertainty in the total cross-section comes exclusively from either an excess or deficit of (anti)top-production. Correlations between top- and antitop-quark production are not considered, which would reduce the impact of these variations. A total of four variations for the two systematic uncertainties are considered for each channel, varying the (anti)top-quark production percentages up and down. This conservative systematic uncertainty has a small overall impact on the final results.

**NLO generator.** An uncertainty due to the choice of NLO generator is evaluated as the full difference, symmetrised, between ATLFAST-II $t\bar{t}$ samples of MC@NLO and POWHEG-Box, both interfaced with HERWIG.

**Parton shower and hadronisation.** An uncertainty due to the choice of parton shower and hadronisation models is evaluated as the full difference, symmetrised, between ATLFAST-II $t\bar{t}$ samples of POWHEGBox interfaced to PYTHIA and to HERWIG. For both samples, the $h_{\text{damp}}$ parameter of POWHEGBox is set to infinity.
Table 1. Observed and expected event yields for the $e$+jets and $\mu$+jets channels, with combined total statistical and systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$e$+jets</th>
<th>$\mu$+jets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$WW, WZ, WW$</td>
<td>50 ± 7</td>
<td>45 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$+jets</td>
<td>800 ± 80</td>
<td>450 ± 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multijet</td>
<td>1 800 ± 1 400</td>
<td>1 500 ± 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single top</td>
<td>1 800 ± 150</td>
<td>2 000 ± 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$+jets</td>
<td>2 500 ± 160</td>
<td>2 800 ± 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>30 000 ± 1 900</td>
<td>34 000 ± 2 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>37 000 ± 2 600</td>
<td>41 000 ± 2 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>36 796</td>
<td>40 807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional radiation. The uncertainties due to the amount of initial- and final-state radiation and the factorisation and renormalisation scales, $\mu$, are evaluated together using three PowhegBox ATLFAST-II $t\bar{t}$ samples. A nominal sample with $\mu = 1$ and $h_{\text{damp}} = m_{\text{top}}$ is compared to a sample with $\mu = 2$ and $h_{\text{damp}} = m_{\text{top}}$ and to a sample with $\mu = 0.5$ and $h_{\text{damp}} = 2 \times m_{\text{top}}$. The uncertainty due to additional radiation is evaluated as the full difference, symmetrised, between the larger of the two comparisons.

Parton distribution function. The evaluation of the PDF uncertainty follows the PDF4LHC prescription [82] using the CT10, MSTW2008 and NNPDF2.3 [83] PDF sets. This systematic uncertainty is evaluated in a full simulation $t\bar{t}$ sample generated with MC@NLO using Herwig for the parton shower, AUET2 for the underlying event tune and CT10 as the nominal PDF.

6 Event yields and $t\bar{t}$ cross-section

This paper presents the measurement of charge and CP asymmetries observed in $t\bar{t}$ events. In order to demonstrate that the signal and relevant backgrounds are well understood, an inclusive $t\bar{t}$ cross-section measurement is also reported. More precise measurements of this quantity are reported elsewhere [84].

The event yields for the $b$-tagged $e$+jets and $\mu$+jets channels, along with the expected $t\bar{t}$ signal and relevant backgrounds, are shown in table 1. Distributions showing the agreement between data and simulation are shown in figure 2 for both the $e$+jets and $\mu$+jets channels, illustrating the $b$-tagged jet multiplicity, the $b$-tagged jet $p_T$ and the SMT muon $p_T$. The predictions are found to be in good agreement with the data within uncertainties.

The inclusive cross-section, $\sigma_{t\bar{t}}$, is measured in the tagged sample using:

$$\sigma_{t\bar{t}} = \frac{N_{\text{data}} - N_{\text{bkg}}}{\int L dt \times \epsilon \times BR}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)$$

where $N_{\text{data}}$ and $N_{\text{bkg}}$ are the data and background yields respectively, $\epsilon$ is the signal efficiency for single-lepton and dilepton channels (the acceptance for the $t\bar{t}$ fully hadronic channel is negligible) and $BR = 0.543$ is the single-lepton and dilepton total branching.
Figure 2. Distributions showing data and simulation. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic uncertainties as well as the $b$-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower panel of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. The distributions on the left-hand side show the $e$+jets channel while the distributions on the right-hand side show the $\mu$+jets channel. (a) and (b) show the $b$-tagged jet multiplicity, (c) and (d) show the $b$-tagged jet $p_T$ and finally (e) and (f) show the SMT muon $p_T$.

The estimated signal efficiencies and their overall uncertainties are:

\[ \epsilon^{e\text{+jets}}_{\ell\ell} = 0.0109 \pm 0.0011, \]
\[ \epsilon^{\mu\text{+jets}}_{\ell\ell} = 0.0124 \pm 0.0010, \]
\[ \epsilon_{\ell\ell} = 0.0232 \pm 0.0020. \]
Table 2. Measurements of $\sigma_{t\bar{t}}$ for the $e$+jets, $\mu$+jets and combined $\ell$+jets channels, with systematic uncertainties in percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma_{t\bar{t}}$ [pb]</th>
<th>$e$+jets</th>
<th>$\mu$+jets</th>
<th>$\ell$+jets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical uncertainty in %</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of experimental uncertainty in %

- Lepton charge misidentification
  - +0.0 – 0.0
  - +0.0 – 0.0
  - +0.0 – 0.0
- Lepton energy resolution
  - +1.1 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
- Lepton trigger, reco, identification
  - +2.8 – 2.6
  - +2.1 – 2.0
  - +2.1 – 2.0
- Jet energy scale
  - +5.2 – 5.2
  - +4.7 – 4.6
  - +5.0 – 4.8
- Jet energy resolution
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.3 – 0.3
  - +0.1 – 0.1
- Jet reco efficiency
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
- Jet vertex fraction
  - +1.0 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
- Fake lepton estimate
  - +4.7 – 4.7
  - +4.7 – 4.7
  - +4.7 – 4.7
- Background normalisation
  - +0.2 – 0.2
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.2 – 0.2
- $W$+jets estimate (statistical)
  - +0.0 – 0.0
  - +0.0 – 0.0
  - +0.0 – 0.0
- Single-top production asymmetry
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
- $b$-tagging efficiency
  - +2.2 – 2.1
  - +2.2 – 2.1
  - +2.2 – 2.1
- $c$-jet mistag rate
  - +0.4 – 0.4
  - +0.4 – 0.4
  - +0.4 – 0.4
- Light-jet mistag rate
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
  - +0.1 – 0.1
- SMT reco identification
  - +1.6 – 1.5
  - +1.5 – 1.5
  - +1.5 – 1.5
- SMT momentum imbalance
  - +1.0 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
  - +1.0 – 1.0
- SMT light-jet mistag rate
  - +0.4 – 0.5
  - +0.4 – 0.5
  - +0.4 – 0.5

Sources of modelling uncertainty in %

- Hadron-to-muon branching ratio
  - +2.8 – 2.6
  - +2.8 – 2.5
  - +2.8 – 2.6
- $b$-hadron production fractions
  - +0.4 – 0.3
  - +0.4 – 0.4
  - +0.4 – 0.4
- Additional radiation
  - ±5.3
  - ±3.9
  - ±4.5
- MC generator
  - ±3.0
  - ±3.1
  - ±3.0
- Parton shower
  - ±2.1
  - ±1.7
  - ±1.9
- Parton distribution function
  - ±1.1
  - ±0.8
  - ±0.9
- Total experimental uncertainty
  - +8.3 – 8.1
  - +6.2 – 6.0
  - +6.9 – 6.7
- Total modelling uncertainty
  - +7.1 – 7.0
  - +6.0 – 5.9
  - +6.5 – 6.4
- Total systematic uncertainty
  - +11 – 11
  - +8.6 – 8.4
  - +9.4 – 9.3
- Luminosity uncertainty
  - ±1.9
  - ±1.9
  - ±1.9
- LHC beam energy
  - ±1.7
  - ±1.7
  - ±1.7

The $e$+jets and $\mu$+jets analyses are combined by summing the event yields for the data, signal and background estimates. Uncertainties are evaluated by recalculating the acceptance and cross-section for each and every individual uncertainty, and then adding the difference from the nominal together in quadrature. The cross-section is measured in the $e$+jets, $\mu$+jets and combined channels and is listed in table 2 along with the contributions, in percent, from the systematic uncertainties. The dominant systematic terms
come from the jet energy scale, the displaced-vertex $b$-tagging efficiency, the hadron-to-
muon branching ratio uncertainties, and MC modelling. The combined cross-section is
measured to be:

$$\sigma_{tt} = 250 \pm 1 \text{ (stat.)}^{+24}_{-23} \text{ (syst.)} \pm 5 \text{ (lumi.)} \pm 4 \text{ (beam)} \text{ pb.} \quad (6.3)$$

The uncertainty of the integrated luminosity is 1.9% [22] and the uncertainty from the
knowledge of the LHC beam energy is 1.7% [85].

The cross-section measurement presented here is in good agreement with the theoretical
prediction and with contemporary results from both ATLAS [84, 86] and CMS [87–89].

7 Measurement of charge asymmetries

The data are separated into same- and different-top-like SMT muons, as illustrated in
figure 1, by a kinematic likelihood fitter (KLFitter) [90]. The KLFitter places Breit-Wigner
mass constraints on the top-quark and $W$-boson masses, and permutes reconstructed jets
into each possible position in the leading-order parton representation of the $tt$ system.
Transfer functions, motivated by detector geometry, are used to map reconstructed jets to
partons. For each possible permutation a likelihood and event probability are calculated,
and the permutation with the highest event probability is selected. The KLFitter was
configured for the $\ell+$-jets $tt$ system and optimised for this measurement, with $b$-tagged
reconstructed jets being fixed into the KLFitter $b$-jet positions, and allowing at most five
reconstructed jets to enter the permutations. The top-quark mass was fixed at the MC mass
of $m_{\text{top}} = 172.5 \text{ GeV}$. If a reconstructed $b$-tagged jet is mapped to the KLFitter leptonic
$b$-jet position then the SMT muon is considered to be same-top-like, whereas if the $b$-tagged
jet is mapped to the KLFitter hadronic $b$-jet position then the SMT muon is considered
to be different-top-like. In the case of events where both $b$-hadrons decay semileptonically
and are both experimentally tagged, one SMT muon is considered same-top-like and the
other different-top-like, and both SMT muons contribute to the charge asymmetries. A
misassignment probability of 21 ± 1% is achieved. No additional systematic uncertainty is
associated with the KLFitter as the algorithm is solely dependent on the four-momenta of
the reconstructed objects, which are well described and covered by the existing systematic
uncertainties. A consistent KLFitter performance is achieved across all possible charge and
same- or different-top configurations, as determined in simulated $tt$ events.

The yield of SMT muons, shown for each charge combination, that are designated as
same-top-like is shown in figure 3 while those designated as different-top-like is shown in
figure 4. As stated in section 1, for different-top-like SMT muons, the sign of the $W$-boson
lepton has been flipped in order to consistently represent the charge of the $b$-quark
at production in both the same- and different-top scenarios. The observed data are then
combined and unfolded to the particle level via:

$$N^i = \frac{1}{e^i} \cdot \sum_j M^{-1}_{ij} \cdot f^{\text{acc.}}_j \cdot (N^j_{\text{data}} - N^j_{\text{bkg}}), \quad (7.1)$$
Table 3. Response matrix, \( M_{ij} \). The diagonal elements indicate that the same- or different-top assignment is correct. All non-zero off-diagonal elements come from same- or different-top mistagging. Charge misidentification enters the response matrix at the order of \( 10^{-5} \). The total uncertainty in all non-zero elements is 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N_i^{++} )</th>
<th>( N_j^{++} )</th>
<th>( N_i^{--} )</th>
<th>( N_j^{--} )</th>
<th>( N_i^{+-} )</th>
<th>( N_j^{+-} )</th>
<th>( N_i^{-+} )</th>
<th>( N_j^{-+} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( i, j = \{N^{++}, N^{--}, N^{+-}, N^{-+}\} \) and index \( i \) runs over the particle level while index \( j \) runs over the reconstruction level. \( N_{\text{data}}^j \) and \( N_{\text{bkg}}^j \) are the number of SMT muons observed in data and the estimated background, respectively. An acceptance term, \( f_{\text{acc}}^j \), is applied bin-by-bin to correct for SMT muons that are present at the reconstruction level, but not at the fiducial level. The acceptance term also includes backgrounds within the \( t\bar{t} \) sample itself, such as muons originating from light-flavour, pile-up, \( c \to \mu \), initial- and final-state radiation and dilepton \( t\bar{t} \) events. The response matrix, \( M_{ij} \), is populated exclusively by SMT muons which are matched between the reconstruction and particle level. Finally, an efficiency term, \( \epsilon_i \), is applied bin-by-bin to the unfolded data to correct for SMT muons that are present at the particle level, but not at the reconstruction level.

The response matrix, \( M_{ij} \), is a discrete \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix, shown in table 3, where non-zero off-diagonal terms can only occur via charge misidentification or via the misassignment of the same- or different-top SMT muon classification. Charge misidentification was found to be negligible. \( M_{ij} \) is inverted using unregularised matrix inversion, as implemented by the RooUnfold [91] program, and is found to show no bias when artificial asymmetries are injected.

The observed charge asymmetries are given in equations (7.2) and (7.3) and are found to be compatible with zero:

\[
A^{ss} = -0.007 \pm 0.006 \text{ (stat.)}^{+0.0002}_{-0.0002} \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.005 \text{ (model)}, \tag{7.2}
\]

\[
A^{os} = 0.0041 \pm 0.0035 \text{ (stat.)}^{+0.0003}_{-0.0011} \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.0027 \text{ (model)}. \tag{7.3}
\]

Both the statistical and systematic correlations between \( A^{ss} \) and \( A^{os} \) are estimated to be \( \rho_{ss,os} = -1.0 \).

The systematic uncertainties in each charge asymmetry, shown in table 4, are estimated by keeping the data constant and re-evaluating the acceptance, efficiency, response matrix and background subtraction for each uncertainty component. The largest uncertainty is statistical, which is estimated using 5,000 toy experiments with Poisson-smeared \( N_{\text{data}} \) terms in equation (7.1). The majority of the systematic uncertainties scale the four charge pair bins uniformly, and their effects cancel when ratios are taken in the construction of \( A^{ss} \) and \( A^{os} \). Other systematic uncertainties have some charge dependence (such as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Uncertainty</th>
<th>$A_{ss}$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{os}$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured value</td>
<td>$-0.7$</td>
<td>$0.41$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical uncertainty</td>
<td>$\pm 0.6$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources of experimental uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton charge misidentification</td>
<td>$+0.002$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton energy resolution</td>
<td>$+0.09$</td>
<td>$-0.11$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton trigger, reco, identification</td>
<td>$+0.004$</td>
<td>$-0.004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale</td>
<td>$+0.10$</td>
<td>$-0.14$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution</td>
<td>$+0.019$</td>
<td>$-0.019$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet reco efficiency</td>
<td>$+0.010$</td>
<td>$-0.010$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet vertex fraction</td>
<td>$+0.09$</td>
<td>$-0.09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake lepton estimate</td>
<td>$+0.05$</td>
<td>$-0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background normalisation</td>
<td>$+0.002$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W+jets estimate (statistical)</td>
<td>$+0.003$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-top production asymmetry</td>
<td>$+0.016$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$-tagging efficiency</td>
<td>$+0.008$</td>
<td>$-0.008$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$-jet mistag rate</td>
<td>$+0.020$</td>
<td>$-0.020$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-jet mistag rate</td>
<td>$+0.022$</td>
<td>$-0.023$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT reco identification</td>
<td>$+0.004$</td>
<td>$-0.004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT momentum imbalance</td>
<td>$+0.06$</td>
<td>$-0.06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT light-jet mistag rate</td>
<td>$+0.010$</td>
<td>$-0.009$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources of modelling uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadron-to-muon branching ratio</td>
<td>$+0.04$</td>
<td>$-0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$-hadron production</td>
<td>$+0.013$</td>
<td>$-0.008$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional radiation</td>
<td>$\pm 0.4$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.23$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC generator</td>
<td>$\pm 0.05$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.025$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton shower</td>
<td>$\pm 0.04$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.017$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton distribution function</td>
<td>$\pm 0.22$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total experimental uncertainty</td>
<td>$+0.19$</td>
<td>$-0.22$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total modelling uncertainty</td>
<td>$+0.5$</td>
<td>$-0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total systematic uncertainty</td>
<td>$+0.5$</td>
<td>$-0.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Measurements $A_{ss}$ and $A_{os}$, in units of $10^{-2}$, and breakdown of absolute uncertainties.

the single top background) or affect the performance of KLFitter (such as the additional radiation), as such these uncertainties are more prominent. The additional radiation and PDF uncertainties form the largest modelling uncertainty, whilst the jet energy scale and lepton energy resolution are significant experimental uncertainties.

The MC simulation predictions in the fiducial region are obtained using the nominal $t\bar{t}$ simulation, which contains no sources of CP violation, and the uncertainties are estimated by using the modelling uncertainties described in section 5.2. The MC simulation predic-
Figure 3. Same-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic uncertainties as well as the $b$-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower panel of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the $e$+jets channel while (b) shows the $\mu$+jets channel.

Figure 4. Different-top-like charge-pairings distributions. The hashed area represents all experimental systematic uncertainties as well as the $b$-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branching ratio uncertainties. The lower panel of the distributions show the ratio of the data divided by the simulation. (a) shows the $e$+jets channel while (b) shows the $\mu$+jets channel.

The MC simulation is found to be in good agreement with the data. The uncertainties shown come from MC statistics, which are of the same size as those found from propagating the signal modelling uncertainties. Both are compatible with zero and with the SM predictions of $|A^{\text{obs}}| (|A^{\text{sim}}|) < 10^{-4}$ [19].
8 Interpretation of the charge asymmetries

The decay-chain fractions are obtained from simulation at the particle level, and are detailed in table 5. They can be used in conjunction with the observed charge asymmetries in order to extract the various CP asymmetries. The largest uncertainties in the decay-chain fractions come from the hadron-to-muon branching ratio and the parton shower. There are two observed charge asymmetries and five CP asymmetries, leading to an underconstrained system. Following the suggestion of ref. [19], each CP asymmetry in this interpretation is considered in turn whilst setting the other four CP asymmetries to zero. Furthermore, following the convention of refs. [92] and [93], in the case of zero direct CP violation, $A_{\text{mix}}^{b} \equiv A_{\text{mix}}^{bc}$ and is hereafter referred to as $A_{\text{mix}}^{b}$. For any CP asymmetries appearing in both charge asymmetries, the tighter of the constraints is taken. For $A_{\text{mix}}^{b}$ the tighter measurement comes solely from the $A_{\text{ss}}$ charge asymmetry. This technique results in the following CP asymmetries:

\begin{align}
    A_{\text{mix}}^{b} & = \frac{A_{\text{ss}}}{r_{b} + r_{c}\bar{c}} = -0.025 \pm 0.021 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.008 \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.017 \text{ (model)}, \\
    A_{\text{dir}}^{b} & = \frac{A_{\text{ss}}}{r_{b}} = 0.005 \pm 0.004 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.001 \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.003 \text{ (model)}, \\
    A_{\text{dir}}^{c} & = \frac{-A_{\text{ss}}}{r_{c} + r_{c}\bar{c}} = 0.009 \pm 0.007 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.003 \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.006 \text{ (model)}, \\
    A_{\text{dir}}^{bc} & = \frac{A_{\text{ss}}}{r_{c}} = -0.010 \pm 0.008 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.003 \text{ (expt.)} \pm 0.007 \text{ (model)}.
\end{align}

with the systematic uncertainties shown in table 6. The predictions of the MC simulation are:

\begin{align}
    A_{\text{mix, sim}}^{b} & = 0.002 \pm 0.005, \\
    A_{\text{dir, sim}}^{b} & = 0.000 \pm 0.001, \\
    A_{\text{dir, sim}}^{c} & = -0.0006 \pm 0.0019, \\
    A_{\text{dir, sim}}^{bc} & = 0.0007 \pm 0.0022,
\end{align}

and are found to be in good agreement with the data. The uncertainties shown come from MC statistics, which are of the same size as those found from propagating the signal uncertainties into the final results.

### Table 5. Decay-chain fractions obtained from MC simulation at the particle level. Uncertainties are in percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$r_{b}$</th>
<th>$r_{c}$</th>
<th>$r_{c}\bar{c}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{r}_{b}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{r}_{c}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{r}_{c}\bar{c}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative uncertainty in %</td>
<td>+3.8 – 3.2</td>
<td>+2.9 – 2.3</td>
<td>+23 – 30</td>
<td>+1.6 – 1.3</td>
<td>+3.3 – 3.3</td>
<td>+25 – 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadron-to-muon branching ratio</td>
<td>+1.8 – 1.8</td>
<td>+0.5 – 0.5</td>
<td>+0.3 – 0.3</td>
<td>+0.2 – 0.2</td>
<td>+1.9 – 1.9</td>
<td>+0.2 – 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional radiation</td>
<td>±2.4</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.9</td>
<td>±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC generator</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton shower</td>
<td>±6.8</td>
<td>±2.2</td>
<td>±2.6</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±12</td>
<td>±6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton distribution function</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.9</td>
<td>±0.0</td>
<td>±0.3</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total uncertainty</td>
<td>+8.4 – 8.1</td>
<td>+3.7 – 3.3</td>
<td>+23 – 30</td>
<td>+1.7 – 1.4</td>
<td>+13 – 13</td>
<td>+25 – 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requires that either the true considered to be caused exclusively by CP violation in direct decays. This interpretation precision to shed more light in this area. Alternatively, the dimuon asymmetry may be a the SM but is not currently excluded by existing measurements of theavour specifc mixing that asymmetry is considered to be caused only by CP violation in mixing, it is calculated and with the SM predictions, as shown in table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured value</th>
<th>$A_{\text{mix}}^b$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{\text{dir}}^{b\ell}$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{\text{dir}}^{c\ell}$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$A_{\text{dir}}^{bc}$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical uncertainty</td>
<td>$\pm 2.1$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.4$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sources of experimental uncertainty    |                                |                                      |                                      |                                  |
|----------------------------------------|                                |                                      |                                      |                                  |
| Lepton charge misidentification        | $+0.008 -0.007$                 | $+0.001 -0.002$                      | $+0.002 -0.003$                      | $+0.003 -0.003$                   |
| Lepton energy resolution               | $+0.33 -0.39$                   | $+0.07 -0.06$                        | $+0.14 -0.12$                        | $+0.13 -0.15$                     |
| Lepton trigger, reco, identification   | $+0.016 -0.015$                 | $+0.003 -0.003$                      | $+0.005 -0.006$                      | $+0.006 -0.006$                   |
| Jet energy scale                       | $+0.4 -0.5$                     | $+0.09 -0.07$                        | $+0.17 -0.13$                        | $+0.15 -0.19$                     |
| Jet energy resolution                  | $+0.07 -0.07$                   | $+0.011 -0.011$                      | $+0.024 -0.024$                      | $+0.027 -0.027$                   |
| Jet reco efficiency                    | $+0.034 -0.034$                 | $+0.006 -0.006$                      | $+0.012 -0.012$                      | $+0.014 -0.014$                   |
| Jet vertex fraction                    | $+0.33 -0.33$                   | $+0.06 -0.06$                        | $+0.12 -0.12$                        | $+0.13 -0.13$                     |
| Fake lepton estimate                   | $+0.18 -0.19$                   | $+0.029 -0.029$                      | $+0.07 -0.07$                        | $+0.07 -0.08$                     |
| Background normalisation               | $+0.008 -0.009$                 | $+0.001 -0.001$                      | $+0.003 -0.003$                      | $+0.003 -0.003$                   |
| $W$+jets estimate (statistical)        | $+0.009 -0.008$                 | $+0.002 -0.002$                      | $+0.003 -0.003$                      | $+0.004 -0.003$                   |
| Single-top production asymmetry        | $+0.06 -0.01$                   | $+0.002 -0.011$                      | $+0.002 -0.020$                      | $+0.022 -0.003$                   |
| b-tagging efficiency                   | $+0.028 -0.028$                 | $+0.005 -0.005$                      | $+0.010 -0.010$                      | $+0.011 -0.011$                   |
| c-jet mistag rate                      | $+0.07 -0.07$                   | $+0.015 -0.015$                      | $+0.025 -0.026$                      | $+0.029 -0.027$                   |
| Light-jet mistag rate                  | $+0.08 -0.08$                   | $+0.014 -0.014$                      | $+0.028 -0.028$                      | $+0.031 -0.032$                   |
| SMT reco identification                | $+0.013 -0.012$                 | $+0.004 -0.004$                      | $+0.005 -0.005$                      | $+0.005 -0.005$                   |
| SMT momentum imbalance                 | $+0.21 -0.22$                   | $+0.04 -0.04$                        | $+0.08 -0.08$                        | $+0.09 -0.09$                     |
| SMT light-jet mistag rate              | $+0.035 -0.031$                 | $+0.005 -0.006$                      | $+0.011 -0.012$                      | $+0.014 -0.012$                   |

| Sources of modelling uncertainty      |                                |                                      |                                      |                                  |
|----------------------------------------|                                |                                      |                                      |                                  |
| Hadron-to-muon branching ratio         | $+0.25 -0.36$                   | $+0.023 -0.020$                      | $+0.06 -0.05$                        | $+0.04 -0.04$                     |
| b-hadron production fractions         | $+0.031 -0.021$                 | $+0.004 -0.010$                      | $+0.013 -0.020$                      | $+0.022 -0.015$                   |
| Additional radiation                  | $\pm 1.4$                      | $\pm 0.26$                          | $\pm 0.6$                           | $\pm 0.6$                        |
| MC generator                          | $\pm 0.17$                     | $\pm 0.029$                         | $\pm 0.07$                          | $\pm 0.08$                       |
| Parton shower                          | $\pm 0.08$                     | $\pm 0.021$                         | $\pm 0.06$                          | $\pm 0.07$                       |
| Parton distribution function           | $\pm 0.8$                      | $\pm 0.15$                          | $\pm 0.29$                          | $\pm 0.32$                       |
| Total experimental uncertainty        | $+0.7 -0.8$                     | $+0.14 -0.12$                        | $+0.27 -0.24$                        | $+0.27 -0.31$                     |
| Total modelling uncertainty           | $+1.6 -1.7$                     | $+0.30 -0.30$                        | $+0.6 -0.6$                         | $+0.7 -0.7$                       |
| Total systematic uncertainty          | $+1.8 -1.8$                     | $+0.34 -0.33$                        | $+0.7 -0.6$                         | $+0.7 -0.7$                       |

Table 6. Measurements of $A_{\text{mix}}^b$, $A_{\text{dir}}^{b\ell}$, $A_{\text{dir}}^{c\ell}$ and $A_{\text{dir}}^{bc}$, in units of $10^{-2}$, and breakdown of absolute uncertainties.

modelling uncertainties. Both the data and the MC simulation are compatible with zero and with the SM predictions, as shown in table 7.

The anomalous dimuon asymmetry observed by the D0 experiment may be interpreted in terms of both mixing and direct CP asymmetries separately, as discussed in ref. [94]. If that asymmetry is considered to be caused only by CP violation in mixing, it is calculated that $A_{\text{mix}}^b \approx -0.008 \pm 0.003$ would be required to explain such a result. This is at odds with the SM but is not currently excluded by existing measurements of the flavour specific mixing asymmetries $a_s^d$ and $a_s^s$ (which combine as described in ref. [19] with $B_{d,s}^{\ell}$ fragmentation fractions $(f_d, f_s)$ [95] to build $A_{\text{mix}}^b$). The world averages for $a_s^d$ and $a_s^s$ are currently at a precision of the order of $10^{-3}$ [95]. The result presented here for $A_{\text{mix}}^b$ does not have the precision to shed more light in this area. Alternatively, the dimuon asymmetry may be considered to be caused exclusively by CP violation in direct decays. This interpretation requires that either the true $A_{\text{dir}}^{b\ell} \approx (0.003 \pm 0.001)$ or the true $A_{\text{dir}}^{c\ell} \approx (0.009 \pm 0.003)$,
### Table 7.
Comparison of measurements of charge asymmetries and constraints on CP asymmetries, with MC simulation (detailed in the text), existing experimental limits and SM predictions. The latter two columns represent upper limits on the absolute values $|A|$. For $A^b_{\text{mix}}$ the last two columns are determined using the prescription from ref. [19], with inputs from the HFAG world average high-energy $f_{d,s}$ [95] and either the world average [95] or the SM predictions [96] for $a^d_{s,t}$ and $a^d_{s,t}$ respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data  $(10^{-2})$</th>
<th>MC $(10^{-2})$</th>
<th>Existing limits $(2\sigma)\ (10^{-2})$</th>
<th>SM prediction $(10^{-2})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A^{\text{ss}}$</td>
<td>$-0.7 \pm 0.8$</td>
<td>$0.05 \pm 0.23$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^{\text{os}}$</td>
<td>$0.4 \pm 0.5$</td>
<td>$-0.03 \pm 0.13$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^b_{\text{mix}}$</td>
<td>$-2.5 \pm 2.8$</td>
<td>$0.2 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.1$</td>
<td>$[95] &lt; 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^{bf}_{\text{dir}}$</td>
<td>$0.5 \pm 0.5$</td>
<td>$-0.03 \pm 0.14$</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.2$</td>
<td>$[94] &lt; 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^{cf}_{\text{dir}}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \pm 1.0$</td>
<td>$-0.06 \pm 0.25$</td>
<td>$&lt; 6.0$</td>
<td>$[94] &lt; 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^{bc}_{\text{dir}}$</td>
<td>$-1.0 \pm 1.1$</td>
<td>$0.07 \pm 0.29$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whereas the SM predictions for these parameters are of the order $|A^{bf}_{\text{dir}}| < 10^{-7}$ and $|A^{cf}_{\text{dir}}| < 10^{-11}$ [19, 94].

The results presented here for direct CP violation and CP violation in mixing are compatible with both the SM predictions and the dimuon asymmetry observed by the D0 measurement, within 1σ.

For comparison with existing experimental limits on these parameters the discussion presented in ref. [94] may be considered, where it is stated that only limits from exclusive channels on some direct asymmetries presently exist. These limits are extrapolated (extrap.) to inclusive limits by considering uncertainties on the relevant branching ratios. They are evaluated in decay modes insensitive to the other direct CP asymmetries respectively and therefore make no assumptions on their values. The limits set at the 2σ level are $A^{bf}_{\text{dir}}$ (extrap.) $\leq 0.012$ and $A^{cf}_{\text{dir}}$ (extrap.) $\leq 0.06$. No limits are set on $A^{bc}_{\text{dir}}$.

A full comparison of the experimental results with the SM predictions and with existing experimental limits may be found in table 7. In particular, the 2σ limits inferred by this analysis are stronger than the existing indirect limit on $A^{cf}_{\text{dir}}$, and equivalent to the existing indirect limit on $A^{bf}_{\text{dir}}$. Moreover, this is the first direct experimental limit on either of these direct CP asymmetries, and also the first direct experimental limit on $A^{bc}_{\text{dir}}$.

### 9 Conclusions

Same- and opposite-sign charge asymmetries are measured with the ATLAS detector at the LHC in $t \bar{t}$+jets $t \bar{t}$ events using the 2012 data sample corresponding to 20.3 fb$^{-1}$ of proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV. The charge asymmetries are formed from the charge of the lepton from the top-quark decay and from the charge of the soft muon from the semileptonic decay of a $b$-hadron. The lepton from the top-quark decay determines the charge of the produced $b$-quark whilst the charge of the soft lepton determines the $b$-quark charge at decay. The same- or different-top experimental ambiguity is resolved by a kinematic likelihood fitter with a misassignment probability of $21 \pm 1\%$. Backgrounds are
subtracted from the data, which are unfolded to a well-defined fiducial region in which the
close asymmetries are measured. The decay-chain fractions are taken from simulation in
the fiducial region and the CP asymmetries are extracted.

This paper presents a measurement of $A_{bc}^{\text{dir}}$, strengthens the existing 2\sigma limit on $A_{cd}^{\text{dir}}$
and provides an equivalent 2\sigma limit on $A_{bd}^{\text{dir}}$. All reported results are found to be consistent
with the Standard Model. The largest uncertainty on all reported asymmetries is statistical.
With the existing 2015-16 Run 2 ATLAS dataset, the statistical uncertainty will already
be smaller than the systematic uncertainties.
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